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ABSTRACT 
High resolution data acquisition and availability are growing at a phenomenal rate. Coupled with advanced 
data analysis and data-mining algorithms, valuable information can be extracted and used to optimize 
processes, designs, and decisions for the industry. For example, high resolution formation micro-resistivity 
images (FMI) have been utilized by the Center for Computational Geostatistics (CCG) to generate porosity and 
permeability logs over the full length of a well through a technique called micro-modeling. The methodology 
has been extended to use data acquired by Enersoft from high resolution robotic machine vision including 
super high-resolution photographs and hyperspectral short-wave infrared (SWIR) scans. From these two data 
sources, it is possible to classify rock into well-known lithology, compute volume of shale (VSH), extract grain 
size information, and assign porosity on a pixel-by-pixel basis. VSH and porosity are used as conditioning data 
in geostatistical simulation to populate 3-dimensional well-bore size micro-models that run the full length of a 
well. Correlation between VSH and permeability is assessed at a pixel-scale to compile functions and assess 
percolation thresholds for assigning vertical and horizontal permeability to the micro-models. Finally, flow-
based upscaling with periodic boundary conditions is applied over reasonable vertical intervals, usually 10 cm, 
along the well-bore micro-models to generate effective permeability logs. 

BIOGRAPHY  
Prior to founding Enersoft, Grant had over 15 years of experience in various petroleum engineering and 
geoscientific roles working for or with 7 of the 11 largest independent oil companies in the world, and a proven 
record as an entrepreneur. In 2013 he founded Enersoft, with the mission of exploiting on emerging 
technologies to improve the science and practice of resource discovery. Over the past 6 years Enersoft has 
developed various software and hardware solutions that have been combined into a multi-sensor robotized 
geological machine vision platform capable of measuring key geological properties faster, at higher resolution 
and at lower costs than existing alternatives, enabling reservoir understanding at an unprecedented level of 
detail. Enersoft has won numerous awards including First Place at Energy New Ventures and Outstanding 
Startup from the Alberta Science and Technology Leadership Foundation. 

 

 

 

 

  


